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THE PURPOSE of this paper is to enumerate the range of possibilities for the con>1 of land use at freeway approaches, to discuss and analyze the more feasible ones,
' to present data on current practices which shed some light on the utility of each
thod.
Much has been written on what can or caimot be done within the legal and constitunal framework which surrounds this activity. Most of this information cites law
~ judicial interpretation, or reports on what this or that State is contemplating,
ry little of the existing material, however, gives a clue as to what is working out
11 and what is not working out well, nor does i t dwell on the radically different tools
|ich may be necessary to accomplish goals which are somewhat casually stated, such
'the integration of land use and highway planning." The effort here, therefore, is
|3e philosophical, interpretive, and research oriented in the sense of developing
dback data on what is now happening vinder existing methods of land use control.
This paper does not deal with congestion per se. Rather, it assumes that there is
iroblem of highway congestion and safety near freeway approaches. It was found
essary for this presentation to bypass the problem of proving that congestion exists
fcrder to get on with the business of studying how to deal with i t . (This paper stems
Im a larger study on the problem of controlling land development at freeway apftaches sponsored by the Bureau of Public Roads. The analysis of congestion is a
t of the larger study.)

E

RANGE OF METHODS FOR CONTROL AND ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK

e of Methods for Control
wide range of techniques may be utilized to control land use aroimd freeway internes and approaches so that both highway and broader land plaimlng objectives can
ealized. These techniques, discussed also by Stanhagen (6), include:
. The eminent domain group: (a) the acquistion in fee simple of land surrounding
rchanges and its retention or long-term lease; (b) acquisition of development r^hts
asements; (c) temporary acquisition of land and its resale according to a developt plan (urban renewal approach); and (d) acquisition of access r ^ h t s .
. Licensing of enterprises under specific conditions in the areas adjacent to interges.
. The Police power regulations group: (a) zoning; (b) setback requirements; (c)
|division controls; and (d) the official map.

t

although all of these techniques are not discussed in this paper they are defined,
n addition to the coercive controls outlined, certain non-coercive tools are availto implement land use policy, such as tax incentives, educational programs and
ic relations. These implementing techniques are not considered in this short paper,
[t is theoretically possible for each of the above-mentioned control mechanisms to
xercised at the special district, local, regional. State or Federal level. Nine
•hods of control, which can be exercised at five governmental levels, present a
Jnidable number of alternative methods of land use control which might be studied
evaluated. Some of the alternatives shown in Table 1, such as zoning at the
eral level or outright acquisiton at the local level, are obviously ridiculous to conr as beii^ practically possible. A few are most promising, and these methods will
itudied and evaluated in this paper.
sj
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TABLE 1
ALTERNATIVE METHODS FOB CONTROL OF LAND USE NEAR HIGHWAY INTERCHANGES
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NOTE: M u n i c i p a l i t i e s include A t l a n t a ,
Denver, E l Paso, T u l s a and Counties o f
K l n t and Spokane i n Washington S t a t e ,
Observations l i m i t e d t o r e c e n t l y develop- I
ed f reewtqrs. Data f o r a U-year p e r i o d i n |
ELLI c a s e s .

E: C i t i e s s e l e c t e d on b a s i s of a v a i l a b i l i t y o f r e c o r d s . Data f o r a 1- t o 10-year
p e r i o d , depending on n i u n i c l p a l i t y . App r o v a l by l e g i s l a t i v e body.
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Figure 1. Frequency d i s t r i b u t i o n of rezone
chances i n hi m u n i c i p a l i t i e s .
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Figure 2 . Frequency d i s t r i b u t i o n of r e z o d
chances f o r interchange oriented r e z o o j
i n 6 municipalities.

The methods considered are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Acquisition of development r^hts by States.
Acquisition of access right by States.
The urban renewal approach (temporary acquisition).
Zoning at the State level.
Zoning at the local level.

Analytical Framework
The major considerations used in this study in the analysis off land-use controls
presented. Others not discussed in this table could include social costs and benefit^
in terms of an economic framework related to both private and public investments,
the degree to which control obstructs the traditional system off land allocation by
market processes in the United States, and finally the whole picture of the division <
governmental responsibilities between State, Federal and local levels with all of t h e |
constitutional and political limitations involved.
In general this is not a simple problem of mechanics as to which legal or govern-^
mental implementary tools can be brought to bear on a problem that is defined in
some specific way. For one thing the problem of land policy in the vicinity of h i g h « |
approaches, involving the evaluation of c o i ^ s t l o n and its causative factors, is not
clearly defined. The solution for one level of government may not be the solution fo
another. It Is not merely the choice of one control as against another, but the probl
of bringing to bear a group of controls that constitute a package. Certainly some d^
gree of arbitrariness has already been exercised by the authors in the elimination i
certain tools from consideration. Nevertheless, a wider range off tools has been StM
to show the wide range of possibilities. Suffice it to say that the problem of p r o v i d i |
a framework for the analysis of the whole field of ccmtrnlH at freeway Interchanges
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rather difficult one, which competent individuals will disagree upon and which inolves problems of the anticipated changes in the public mores for accepting either new tools
}r control or changii^ old ones. The objective of this paper has been essentially to
resent a table of considerations which are possible and which the authors believe are
le primary ones for the analysis of the ideas presented.
DEFINITION OF METHODS OF LAND-USE CONTROL
mlnent Domain Group
Purchase and Leaseback. —This method contemplates public purchase or condemition of all of the property interest in land surrounding freeway interchai^es, and
•I permanent retention and management or long-term lease. Included in this concept
excess condemnation which involves acquisition of land not directly needed for h ^ h ly r i ^ t - o f - w a y for the purpose cf the removal and replatting of odd-shaped remnants
land and for the protection of the highway facility.
Acquisition of Development Rights or Easements. —In this method the public body
ercises only the right to restrict the development of property, leaving all other
E^hts, such as the right to rent or sell the property, with the landowner. For exiple, the public body could acquire only the right of the owner to develop his property
[• some group cf commercial uses, or the right to develop certain kinds of intensive
iffic-generating commercial uses.
Temporary Acquisition and Resale Pursuant to a Development Plan. —This method
luld involve public acquisition of land for a temporary period and its resale with
atract provisions requiring private development according to a plan which would
:ionalize h^hway and land planning objectives. This approach is similar to the
lan renewal program in which government acquires property for resale subject to
development in accordance with a comprehensive redevelopment plan.
Acquisition of Access Rights. —This technique involves public acquisition of all or
rt of an abutting landowner's right to highway access. Access rights for specific
rposes can be acquired, leaving the landowner with access rights for other purposes
:h as residential or agricultural use.
lensing Control
This method of land use control would require enterprises in the vicinity of an inchange to be licensed subject to reas(xiable conditions intended to insure developnt consistent with public objectives.
ice Power Regulations
Zoning.—Zoning is the division of the commimity into zones or districts according
vesent and potential use of properties for the purpose of controlling and directing
use and development of the properties. Land use, height and bulk, and density
ndards are the traditional subject matter of zoning ordinances, but the trend is to'd inclusion of a wide variety of locational, parking, detailed land use standards,
provision for special problem areas such as freeway interchange districts.
Setback Requirements. —Setbacks prevent the building of structures within strips
and running parallel to road rights-of-way. The purpose of setback requirements
among others, the facilitation of future street or highway widening.
Subdivisimi Control. —Subdivision control concerns the division of raw land into
eels for resale. The land proposed to be subdivided is surveyed, and a map showprecise boundaries is recorded. Various conditions can be attached to subdivision
roval concerning access, streets, setbacks, and many other subjects.
Mficial Map. —An official map prevents the erection of buildings in the bed of a
posed highway or street tmtil such time as the municipality or State is in a position
ondemn the land. A map is prepared and adopted showing the location of the
30sed street, and from that time on, no building permit is given except in unusual
atlons for construction within the area mapped.
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MAJOR CONSIDERATIONS IN ANALYSIS OF LAND-USE CONTROLS
Complexity and Difficulty of Administration
Complexity of administration can differ according to the kind of land use control
and according to governmental level. For example. State supervision of zoning wouU
require superimposii^ a large and expert staff on top of local staffs. Implementation
methods which involve acquisition of property would require expert land management
administration by whatever governmental unit involved.
Relative Cost to Government

Police power regulations and licensing do not require expenditures beyond costs
of administration, while the exercise of eminent domain always involves compensatioj
to the property owner. The cost of the several methods of eminent domain varies ac-j
cording to the degree to which the entire fee is acquired. For example, acquisition
in fee costs more than acquisition of development rights or access r ^ h t s . The cost
of these methods depends, in part, upon the extent to which rights acquired by goven|
ment are resold.
Traditional Cultural Acceptance

The American tradition of laissez-faire and a general unwillingness to increase
governmental interference with property makes infeasible some possible methods of
land use control, such as extensive ownership of land. Acceptance of the same control can vary at different governmental levels. For example, zoning is generally
accepted at the local level but not at the State level. The analysis of land use contro|
which follows attempts to recognize variation in cultural acceptance and political
feasibility.
Legal Acceptance
Sometimes legal acceptance lags behind or differs from general cultural acceptan|
of a specific method of land use regulation. Generally the basis for court rejection
of the use of a particular method is that the individual is deprived of property vinreasonably or without due process. The test of unreasonableness involves the balan^
ing of hurt to the property owner against benefit to the public in general.
EMINENT DOMAIN GROUP

Acquisition of development rights, acquisition of access rights, and the "urban
renewal" approach belong in the eminent domain group. The distinguishing characte|
istic of these controls, not foimd in licensing or police power regulations, is the con
stitutlonally required payment of just compensation for the taking of property rights
The use of eminent domain shares with other groups of land-use controls the requin
ment that a public purpose must be served by the exercise of the control.
Except for the acquisition of access rights, little use of the power of eminent domain has been made in the past for the protection of the highway facilities. Develop^
ment rights have seldom been acquired by the States or by the Federal government
to control land use and land has not been temporarily acquired (the urban renewal a i |
proach) primarily for the purpose of adjusting land use to the requirements of highways.
Acquisition of Development Rights or Easements
Acquisition of development rights is a form of eminent domain which has rarely
been used in this country for any public purpose. However, this method of land-use
control shows promise as a tool to regulate land use for the protection of freeway in
terchanges from congestion. Levin (2) has dealt with this technique.
This technique involves public purchase or condemnation of property developmen
rights, and results in a restriction of the individual property owner's right to deveh
his property. Public acquistion of development rights operates much like the acqui:
tion of easements. Typically, the public would acquire the landowner's right to con
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ert the use of his land from agricultural or residential use to more intensive types
f land use. The right to develop the land would become the property of the public
ody and this right could then be sold or leased back to the land owner or to a third
erson according to a development plan which is consistent with both land planning
nd highway objectives.
The technique of acquisition of develo|>ment rights has occasionally been used for
number of public purposes other than the protection of highway facilities. Developtent rights or restrictive easements have been acquired for the purpose of protecting
zenic views from parks, parkways, and highways; for the protection of air space adcent to airports; and for the protection of water supplies. The use of development
ght acquisition for these purposes is discussed in some detail by Whyte (7). Although
ivelopment rights have been acquired only in isolated parts of the country, the wide
inge of public purposes involved provides precedent for the use of this technique for
protection of highway facilities from congestion.
Advant^es.
1. The public agency would have complete and, i f necessary, detailed control of
|nd use.
2. The acquisition of varying degrees of restriction on development would make
technique flexible and permits a detailed tailoring of land use to interchange retirements or other plaiming objectives.
3. The payment of compensation reduces real or imagined harm to property owners.
Disadvantages.
Acquisition of development rights would enjoy somewhat less political acceptance
the urban renewal approach.
It would be e^ipensive, especially in built-up areas, and property damage might
assumed where it does not exist.
Novel constitutional and legal questions are raised.
4. A complex and expert administrative organization is required.
5. It may be difficult to adapt restrictions to changing needs, as in the case of
| i i n g , after vested rights become associated with the initial policy.
6. Cooperation and recognition in tax policy is mandatory from county assessors,
issessors do not fully take into accoimt the restriction on development, a hardship
.1 be placed on property owners.
^

Summary.—The novelty of the development right approach to the solution of landproblems aroimd freeway interchanges, the desirability of other controls discussubsequently, and the disadvantages indicate that this technique should not be
•>lied generally to the problem of interchange congestion. It does show some promise
use by the State on the fringes of urban areas and in some rural locations where
d speculation and uncontrolled development is expected. This form of control has
advantage that development rights purchased by the State could be sold back to
vate owners in the future i f changing conditions warranted some forms of developnt.
fcuisition of Access Rights
The acquisition of access rights is a form of eminent domain which has been widely
d by the States in the past to protect highway facilities from congesting influences
make them safer. The technique involves public acquisition of all or part of an
itting landowner's rights to access. However, this control is operationally similar
he acquisition of development rights if access rights were purchased in respect to
trictions on the use of the land. For example, in most States access is permitted
ighways of secondary importance f r o m abutting land provided the land is not used
commercial purposes other than agriculture. This tyi>e of a restriction can be
.ily policed by visual inspection of the land use. The practice of using this partial
• t r o l of access stems from the necessity of compromising between a limited amoimt
^hways with complete control of access and a larger mileage with much mileage
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through the agricultural country-side brought under partial control. This stretches
the dollar spent for access control, or permits a lower type off control either for an
interim period or on secondary roads.
Difference 'Between Acquisition of Access and Development Rights. —Applied to Ian
abutting highway right-of-way, there Is little difference in these two methods of bigtm^
protection. For Instance, it would make no practical difference to the owner of agricultural land abutting a freeway approach road whether his r ^ h t to use the land for
everthing except agriculture was purchased, or whether his right to access for any
other use than agriculture was bought.
On the other hand, i f the total effects of these procedures are considered, as theyj
relate to all of the land within reasonable influence of the Interchange, there may be
quite a difference in the results. The acquisition of access rights could only regulat^
traffic generated from that land which actually abutts approach roads, controlling a
limited, although important, portion of the total land in the approach zone of influencl
Whereas, the acquisition off development rights could affect an area many times largJ
regulating the total traffic generated from the zone off influence.
It may be concluded that a protection program involvli^ the acquisition of access
rights is something short of a program involving acquistlon off development rights,
and at the same time one which follows more traditional patterns. Furthermore,
some intersections might lend themselves to the use of one of these procedures, and|
others to the alternate means. And, in fact, the two procedures could be used together at any one intersection to control both the adjacent and remote land.

The Concept of "Metered" Access. —Some suggestions were put forth in the develJ
ment of this paper that if more specific relationships were known between traffic
generation and land use for the great many types of uses which tend to ^ ^ e g a t e to
freeway approach zones a program of metered access could be developed. Under s i f
a concept the total capacity of a freeway entrance or group of entrances could be allocated among the different competitors for space in the given approach zone. Thus|
some safe limit off total access generation would be attained through a system off access acquisition. For example, a motel might not have access acquisition applied t J
it because Its traffic generation does not coincide with daily peaks, whereas if a lanJ
owner desired to erect a factory he migh have access acqulsiticni for that purpose am
quired because of an already critical entrance situation at the peak hours. This con|
cept was soon dismissed in recognition off both the lack of data needed to test it and
the administrative problems which would be associated with i t . Perhaps even of
greater importance in the way off problems with this concept is the priority issue bel
tween remotely and adjacently generated traffic. If, for example, remotely generall
traffic used up the f u l l capacity of the interchange then what are the rights of adjacef
generated traffic ? Consequently, even if discreet facts were known about the traffia
generating characteristics off many freeway oriented land uses, a system off access
allocations could easily be thrown off by a substantial change in remotely generated I
traffic.

Advantages.
1. Access acquisition is now part of the package of procedures used by State h i g l
agencies. Although used mostly in rural areas it would be a relatively simple m a t t f
to extend this concept to land abutting approach roads.
2. This form of control does virtually everything that the acquisition of developnl
rights does, without at the same time involving new legal and constitutional issues,
3. Access acquisition at the State level would supplement but not directly tatetft
with local zoning and other land use regulations.
4. This type of control should work very well in rural and semi-rural areas
where the typical demands for development do not go beyond a small ribbon of land
abutting the approach roads for a short distance.
Disadvantages.
1. Larger land planning objectives might be sacrificed when State control is pr^
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Lcated on technical considerations of interchange capacity and levels of access.
2. In almost all States approach roads are under the jurisdiction of local units of
svemment or counties, which are not financially capable of acquiring access rights,
onsequently, the State must expand its functions at the cost of local jurisdiction.
3. If exercised on a large scale this type of acquisition could be quite costly comired with police power measures.
Summary.—The acquisition of access rights along portions of approach iroads in
e vicinity of freeways, either partial or complete, represents a logical extension
an existing practice. Most of the need for the exercise of this type of control is
tside of city limits, in county areas, where zoning has proved most inadequate,
le failure to move in terms of this type of control in most counties w i l l simply reIt in the same ribbons of development along approach roads that now line the former
ite routes in urban areas.
le Urban Renewal Approach
A third suggested method of controlling land development around freeway interbnges involves the temporary acquisition of land and Its resale according to a
klicly-approved plan for development. This approach would be very similar to
treatment of land in urban renewal programs operating in most medium and large
ies, usually through Federal participation. These programs involve the use of the
| r e r of eminent domain to temporarily acquire land f o r resale according to a rede|opment plan.
The application of this method for treating freeway interchanges and for providing
ilities for the through highway traveler might include the following steps:
There would be Federal grants-in-aid to State or local governments for the
paration of plans designed to deal with the problems around Interchanges.
~ Local units of government would devleop a general comprehensive land-use and
|nsportation plan for the whole jurisdiction.
3. Local units would then prepare a more detailed plan for the use of land in
rchange areas, consistent with both general land-use planning principles and with
jhway needs.
These detailed plans for intersection areas could be approved at the State or
Beral level, giving these superior levels of government the power to veto objectionor inadequate local interchange plans. At the same time, the initiative for the
•king of plans f o r localland-use controls and land acquisition would remain at the
| a l level.
A local agency, possibly the existing redevelopment body, would temporarily
[uire land near interchanges with Federal and State funds.
Actual development according to the approved plan could be insured as in the
e of urban renewal projects by the use of appropriate contract and deed restrics.
Any profits realized by local units upon resale of the land could be returned to
Kvolving fimd to facilitate land acquistion at other locations.
BTie use of the urban renewal approach to the solution of highway problems around
^ w a y interchanges would require cooperation between Federal, State and local
s of government. A large number of related actions would be required to imple• i t a program of temporary acquisition of land around freeway interchanges and its
pde according to a development plan.
•"ederal Action. —National highway legislation would have to be amended to include
irban renewal type of treatment at land around higliway interchanges. This legiswould have to set forth the manner in which States could qualify for Federal
• i t s - i n - a i d and requiring necessary State legislation as a condition, much as the
n i t i o n s for urban renewal participation are outlined in the national housing law.
.use State governments have the primary responsibllty for the construction of
ays, the option must be reserved to the States to decide whether or not to partiite in the program. Moreover, if States elect to participate in such a program
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they must be given sufficient discretion to adapt a program to their own legal and administrative structure.
It almost goes without saying that a Federal condition for participation by the State
must relate to the adequacy of local planning enabling statutes which set the stage for
general comprehensive planning at the local level. This, however, is no real problen
because such legislation is required f o r participation in urban renewal under the
Federal assistance program. More specifically, however. Federal legislation in this
regard would have to insure that State plaiming legislation required a transportation
element as part of the comprehensive plan, setting forth in addition to mapped information factors underlying land use policy in the vicinity of freeway approaches.
State Action. — State legislation would have to be developed presentii^ to the varioi^
units of local government or new units formed for the purpose, alternatives for the
organization and administration of what will be termed here "freeway development
zones." The alternatives typically presented (6) include administration by:
1.
2.
3.
4.

A separate local agency des^nated by the municipality;
A new line department within the existing framework of local government;
An existing urban renewal agency; and
Local plaiming departments.

There is little agreement, as evidenced by urban renewal experience among
students of government, about which of these alternatives is best. A solution with
considerable merit would be f o r State enabling legislation to require that if an organ
tion exists at the local level for the administration of urban renewal, then this admin
trative structure be designated to administer the program. Such a requirement wou
insure that agencies already experienced with the administration of a renewal progrs
for housing would be given the responsibility for administering a similar type of prog
dealing with acquisition of land around the freeway interchanges. In addition, assur;
would be had that renewal and highway programs are coordinated. This coordinatioi
is particularly desirable in urban situations where new freeway facilities can become
an important part of renewal projects. Often new freeways are routed through bllghl
areas because of the relatively low cost of land acquisition. In these cases the free^
creates a market for non-residential re-use.
Local Action. —As in the case of the existing local urban renewal programs, local
units of government must legislate an appropriate administrative structure, a budgef
and in other ways introduce the planned freeway approach district into local planning
and programing. After such preliminary action takes place, which may easily requll
several years time judging by urban renewal experience, the local government woul^
be in a position to study specific projects, coordinate with State highway planning
objectives, and finally to activate a project.

The Role of Local Police Power Controls After Development. —After the charactd
of the development around the interchange has become determined in such a way t h a i
the highway facility is protected, the application of local police regulations, such as
zoning and subdivision controls, can be expected to effectively preserve the characti
of land use. While zoning is not very effective in establishing patterns of developm^
or in resisting strong market pressures, i t can be expected to be quite effective a f t f l
development has become channeled by the more vigorous urban renewal method. P f l
servation of a desirable balance between land use and the highway facility is also a i ^
by the enforcement, in the courts, of the contract provisions and of the deed r e s t r i a
tions. As conditions change which might make the deed restricticms and contract
provisions obsolete, however carefully they might have been drafted, zoning could I
expected to f i l l the gap and provide for needed flexibility.
Advantages.

1. Development consistent with highway policy objectives could be relatively we|
assured.
2. Political acceptance might well follow successful examples furnished by e x i s f
urban renewal programs in the housing field.
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3. The initiative for the formulation of land-use policy could remain at the local
ivel, subject to conditions imposed by State and Federal governments relative to
Ighway needs.
4. The cost of land acquisition could be recouped when the land was resold due to
iticipated increases in land values.
5. A workable State-Federal-local relationship could be evolved in a way not
|>ssible under zoning by itself.
Disadvantages.
1. Some local elements would oppose the extension of Federal participation into a
w area.
There is a question as to whether existing urban renewal agencies and staffs
In easily extend their activities into highway oriented problems. These ^encies
]ve been traditionally oriented to housing problems. They are frequently under staffand rather complicated chains of command exist involvii^ citizen advisory bodies
specifically oriented to highway problems.
I. Perhaps new a^ncies would be needed at the local and State levels.
Summary. —Within the confines of present knowledge of the requirements for landregulation in the vicinity of freeway approaches, the concept of an "approach area
lyelopment plan," utilizing machinery similar to that of urban renewal, appears to
'er the greatest opportunity for the amelioration of land-use and transportation
kmlng problems by uncontrolled land development in the approach areas. This type
pgram, particularly within the large central cities, could accomplish the following:
1. Fill the vacuum for planning activity between street traffic controls on one hand,
the high level coordination of regional and highway plaiming on the other. (As
h, this kind of development would be an intermediate or tactical operation within
entire urban planning program.)
2. Fit into city planning and urban renewal objectives.
3. Utilize the administrative machinery of urban renewal agencies or develop
|ichtnery similar in nature.
4. Result in specific design improvements to move and manipulate traffic at the
eway approach.
Provide off street parking at strategic locations where people conduct business
assemble in car pools.
6. Ease the movement of freight by providing central sites for service and supply
§ablishments serving the urban region.
Enhance the flow of interstate commerce by providing opportunities for linking
[ck-oriented industries in close proximity to the freeway with good design standards
traffic flow.
After desirable patterns of development had become established by use of the urban
ewal technique, zoning could be expected to help conserve those patterns.
This approach would require a large revolving fund, but over the long rim most of
cost should be recouped.
Because affected property owners are compensated, the invasion of property rights
pess than that caused by regulatory methods such as zoning or licensing.
However, the renewal approach may not be feasible because it requires adoption
jand cooperation of Federal, State and local governments, and its administration is
•nplex. It can be questioned whether some States and many local governments will
Bit to enter into more complex intergovernmental arrangements so that land use
"terns and freeway needs can be made compatible.

f

POLICE POWER CONTROLS
ling
| A n unjustified confidence exists regarding the ability of traditional police power
trols over land to produce fundamental changes in the character of land use different
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from that arising out of market demands. This is verified through feedback information on the effectiveness of zoning collected by survey from many areas cf the country
Efficiency of Zoning at the Local Level. — bformatim concerning the disposition of
rezone applications was collected from 41 cities and counties where records were
found to exist. In most mimicipalities an applicant for a zoning amendment (rezone)
has a 61 to 80 percent chance of getting what he wants in the first application (Fig. 1),
The picture is the same for rezoning activity near interchanges in 6 cities and countic
studied in detail (Fig. 2). These data indicate that local administrators look upon rezone ai^lications near interchanges with no special awareness of the problem of inter]
change congestion.
Considerable conflict exists in these 6 cities and counties studied betweeen staff rd
mendations and disposition by planning commissions and legislative bodies. As show]
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in Figures 3 and 4, as an application for a rezone near an interchange moves from staff
to commissim to legislative body, its chance
for approval increases, indicating that staff
reasoningf or recommending disapproval
of rezone applications is not accepted by city
councils. Commissions are not concerned
with the congestion implication of granting
rezones near interchanges. Commissions
reverse plaiming staff recommendations
for all applicatims in their jurisdictions in
about the same ratio that interchange-oriented applications are reversed, as shown
in Figure 4. I^ck of staff awareness of an
interchange problem is indicated by the absence of treatment of this problem in comprehensive plans, and also from a mall survey sent to staffs and others concerned with
transfportation planning, as reported by
Horwood (i).
These findings indicate that the administration of zoning reflects essentially the private objectives of the many individual
applicants for rezones. That is, zoning
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Iminlstration reflects private market pressure rather than public objectives.
Reasons Why Zoning Has Been Ineffective. — Zonli^ Is only minimally effective in
Lltially establishing the character of land development because it has the prohibitory
liaracteristic, common to police power controls, rather than a programli^ charactertic necessary to implement public goals. The majority of these controls, whether
ey be traffic laws, fire codes or zoning ordinances, share the following attributes:
They are essentially public sanctions against the deviant activity of an individual
corporation in relation to group mores incorporated into the law.
2. They do not establish normative behavior itself, but only recognize the limits
such behavior.
They are only operationally enforceable when the deviant act is clearly discem|le by both the public enforcement or administrative agency concerned.
4. They fail when confronted with new circumstances because they arise out of
|st e^qwriences.
They are reactive rather than active, and thus tend to lag rather than lead developfcnt.
Specific characteristics of land use zoning in relaticm to these attributes are:
Historically, zoning has been an expansion into the public domain of the concept
nuisance and private deed restrictions.
2. Zoning has tended to institutionalize patterns of land development by the recognim and description of apparent classifications of land use.
Its success depends on an alerted citizenry to direct and report obvious infracjns, and on a public agency (usually a planning commission) to uphold popular conpts of propriety.
I. Jt has failed most noticeably when new circumstances are presented, such as
demands for land development near freeways and in the case of regional shopping
ters, because in these cases the new or deviant act cannot be passed off per se as
ig undesirable.
It has tended to follow raw land development rather than precede it. In short,
|ias succeeded with setbacks and fences, but failed with greenblocks and freeways.
In addition, comprehensive plans rarely attempt to provide for land use patterns
•ich are compatible with highway objectives. An implementing technique obviously
nnot operate without goals or objectives. Even where plans exist, there is often a
l^e relationship between the plan and zoning.
Furthermore, zoning is plagued by both policy and administrative deficiencies,
•uming staffs often do not exist or tliey are too liarried by day-to-day problems to
"able to execute planning studies. Fart-time lay plannir^ commissions do not have
time or the ability to understand the complex relationship between an application
a rezone and the maintenance of some long-term policy goal.
Public and administrative support for zoning control is generally predicated aa the
sonable evidence of the social posts of a deviant act. For example, the man who
verts a single-family residence into apartments obviously may lower the property
|ues of the surrounding houses for single-family occupancy and cause a parking probas well. There is great difficulty, however, in perceiving the social costs of land
elopment in the vicinity of freeway approaches in terms of the many factors that
tribute to freeway congestion.

t

[Methods of Upgrading Zoning. —In spite of all the deficiencies in zoning as it lias
n practiced in the past it is Important to ui^ade this technique because it is about
only widely-used method of land-use control. It would be expected that any general
rading of zoning would have an impact aa transportation planning. In addition, there
opportunity area for direct State supervision of zoning as it relates to freeway
Iblems. These will be discussed separately. Table 2 gives some of the forms which
me participation in zoning might take.
•jeneral Upgradii^ of Zoning. —The two greatest "killers" of the effectiveness of
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zoning axe (a) the lack of comprehensive policy on land use at the local level, and (b)
the use of special permits, variances, conditional use permits, and a host of other
devices which emasculate zoning control. While the State cannot figuratively hold the
hand of local units of government in regard to the formulation of intelligent land-use
policy, it can nevertheless write more detailed instructions into its enablement to loc
units of government in regard to the meaning of the comprehensive plan. To cite onl^
one example, in most States the comprehensive plan may simply be a colored map,
with no statements of either general or specific land-use policy or of how to get from|
the given status of land use to the one shown in the picture.
The erosion of special permits, etc., can easily be reduced by more stringent
instructions on adjustment procedures. There is now a considerable body of case lav
which clearly demonstrates the points of wealmess in adjustment administration. We
written adjustment ordinances take a note from this case law by requiring adjustment
boards to both limit their jurisdiction to adjustments in the true sense of the word, a
in addition, predicate adjustment upon certain positive findings of fact. On the other
hand, the enabling acts of many States merely treat the problem of adjustment in one
sentence.
Finally, the State can, without taking any cf the initiative for planning from the
local government, require by its enabling act more feedback Information on what hasl
actually happened in the process of zoning administration, as exemplified by the dataj
collected in this study.
Upgrading of Zoning in Relationship to Highway Problems. — In addition to the req
ment that local units of government prepare a comprehensive plan for the developmef
of the whole commimity (which is now found in many zoning and planning enabling
statutes), it would be good policy to require also local governments to make special
studies of the problems of land use in freeway approach areas including the effective|
ness of existing zoning. The plan itself m^ht well be required to contain elements
such as specific consideration of ingress and egress problems, highway safety,
traffic-generating characteristics of land use, freeway capacity, aesthetic considera
tions, minimization of the cost of highway acquisition, and provision of special facilities for the needs of through highway travelers. In addition, patterns of inter-agei^
consultation at both the local and State level might be incorporated. Local governme
could then be required to translate specific interchange land use plans into a special |
zone for freeway interchanges.
Effective administration of such a special interchange zone would be aided by a
requirement that each proposed rezone be supported, in writing, by (a) a finding shol
ing how each element in the special plans for interchanges would be affected, and (b)|
by a finding that the granting of the rezone will not unnecessarily contravene the
transportation element of the comprehensive plan.
These standards m^ht include restrictions on ingress and egress, provision for
installation of traffic control devices and lighting within the public right-of-way,
provision for drainage and offstreet parking and loading, as well as standards concej
ing permitted land uses. Permitted land use standards could involve, for example,
the rating, in a general way, of land use in terms of its traffic-generating charactei
istics. Some of the highest traffic-generating uses might be prohibited altogether;
or retail uses which market comparison items rather than convenience goods might
be required to locate in one or two of the quadrants in order to minimize the use of
the interchange for movement between quadrants.
Procedural Requirements. —To allow time for interested agencies at the State,
regional and local levels to review and comment upon rezone applications, it would '
a good policy for the State to require of local governments that all applications for
rezones of property in the vicinity of freeway interchanges be delayed for a reasonaJl
period of time, perhaps a few months, to permit review by the appropriate agenciesP
concerned. It is not sufficient that interested agencies simply be given the right to
attend hearings or be informed of what is going on. It is necessary that a mandator]
review be made by these ^encies to assure that their directors will have the legal
backing to make clear and concise statements as to the implication of the land-use
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TABLE 2
FORMS OF STATE ENCOURAGEMENT AND CONTROL OF ZONING*
Form
Extent
3 enablement
Present in some states with respect to
counties.
irmissive enablement without strings
Widely used.
irmissive enablement with strings
Examples of conditions are:
1. Existence of comprehensive plan
with elements specified.
2. Existence of special study and
plan for interchange zones.
3. Substantive standards
concemii^ drainage, access
parking, setbacks and certain
land uses.
4. Rezone application delay and
referral procedures.
5. Requirement of written findings
of fact.
6. Streamlined administrative structure including abolition of lay
planning commission.
Indatory zoning
Cities could be commanded to plan and
zone and carry out the conditions set
out above.
•te veto
Local units could decline to zone, but
if zoning were desired, it would be
subject to state veto.
Used in Michigan and Missouri
|te pre-emption
Used in Florida in an isolated area.

t

t l a l l y from "Talks on Rural Zoning," by E r l i n g D. Solberg, U.S. Department of
ciature, Washington, B.C., i 9 6 0 , pp. ih-SS.

Wage anticipated in regard to the highway plan. This would eliminate the ever-present
K)lem of a district highway engineer or the director of some renewal agency from
ing remarks at a public hearing with the feeling that he is overstepping his bounds.
Special biterchange Zoning Districts. No discussion has been made of the special
Tlct as a means of solving a problem of land use development around freeway interges. Stanhagen (5) has mentioned the special interchange plannii^ and zoning
Ticts as a possibility for administration by State or local governments, or jointly.
'U considered by the Kentucky legislature in 1960 sought to promote such an Inter^ige district, but was not enacted into law. The problem of such a district, of
se, is that it adds another layer to the already disorganized fabric of urban govlent. Furthermore, it would be very dtEficult for an interchange zoning district
•ncompass the administrative problems that plague even relatively highly-organized
governments with sophisticated staffs. This is dismissed from consideration
lis ps^r as a serious proposal.
Sudatory Zoning. State legislation could require that local units of government
m along roadsides and in the vicinity of highway interchanges and approach roads,
l i e past. State legislation has permitted, but not required, local units to zone,
lining were mandatory, all of the requirements outlined in the previous discussion
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concerning plan making and zoning procedure could be incorporated. These would include: requirements of a special interchange zoning district; provision for drainage;
access control; the requirement of findings of fact on rezone applications; and interagency consultation. Mandatory roadside zoning is practiced in at least one State.
Solberg (4) reports that Florida legislation requires the Duval County Planning Commission to zone along certain State highways.
Direct State Participation in the Zoning Process. —At least two degrees of direct
State participation in the zoning process are possible:
1. The State can exercise a veto function over local zoning.
2. The State can completely pre-empt the zoning function along trunk highways ne|
freeway interchanges.
The Veto Function. If a State agency were given the power to review and to veto
local zonii^ ordinances, the initiative for zoning would remain at the local level, sinl
the local unit of government could decline to zone. However, if pressures were veiyl
strong for zoning, the State agency could, by the use of the veto (or threat of its usef
implement a very wide range of policies affecting land use around freeway interchain
and approach roads. If this form of State supervision were to be really effective, th
veto power would also have to be extended to the administration of zoning, giving the
State government the power to review and set aside rezones granted at the local leve
This power of review could seriously impair the local control of zoning.
State Pre-Emptlon of Zoning. Suggestions have been made by some observers (4l
that, because of past inefficiency of the zoning method for implementing highway poll
objectives. State governments should directly zone and administer zoning in certain |
critical areas, such as in the vicinity of freeway interchanges. This "solution" to
problems of inefficient local zoning has been tried in one isolated area in Florida—thi
Virginia Park Subdivision near Tampa, where the State directly imposed zoning reg^
tions. In 1949, an attempt was made in Wisconsin to enact legislation which would
have allowed the State Highway Commission to enact and administer zoning along ros
sides, but this bill failed to win support in the legislature (BUI 438, Wisconsin, 194!
Proponents of State pre-emption of zoning along highways argue that the State has!
the legal and constitutional power to withdraw the authority to zone now delegated to \
local units, and that the very large State investment in the highway system justifies
a much closer supervision at the State level. They further argue that poor control <M
land use around freeway Interchanges produces problems that are regional or statew
in scope; that local units of government have in the past zoned ineffectively or not at|
all; and that improvement in zoning procedures at the local level is unlikely. They
also contend that in some rural jurisdictions, all parts of the jurisdiction are not ye
ready for zoning, but that a need exists for zoning along interchange approach roads
It is asserted that the State cannot afford to wait until local citizens feel a need to z ( |
before some protection is afforded the highway system.
Significant objections to State pre-emption of zoning functions can be raised. In ]
first place, the volume of rezone applications would necessitate a large administrat|
staff at the State level, and State agencies do not exist which have the personnel or
e3q)erience necessary to administer zoning. Intense pressures for development and|
zones along freeways and approach roads generate many rezone applications, each
which requires that invest^ation be carried on, staff recommendations be made, h^
ings held and decisions made. Moreover, the removal of local zoning authority ovel
important areas around freeway interchanges and along approach roads would creati
a grave danger that the State agency would administer zoning arovmd these interchaifl
in a way that would achieve rather narrow highway objectives at the expense of a hof^
of other important land planning objectives typically embodied in the comprehensive
plan.
The objections that State pre-emption of zoning would necessitate a large adminil
trative staff in State highway departments, which are ill-equipped at present to adn]|
ister zoning, and the objection that highway goals would be achieved at the expense
other important land planning goals, do not apply to either of the two non pre-emptil
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ethods of State zonii^ supervision—permisBive legislation with strings or the mandary requirement to zone around interchanges. Both of these types of State supervision
ave the primary responslblity to zone at the local level, giving some assurance that
•oad land planning objectives will be considered along with highway objectives, and
at the burden of administration would remain at the local level where administrative
achlnery already exists.
Summary. — Feedback information collected from a survey of many areas shows
Eit unjustified confidence exists regarding the effectiveness of zonix^ to produce funmental changes in the character of land use different from that arising out of market
mands. A large number of factors were found to account for the ineffectiveness of
|ning. Deficiencies Included attributes associated with the prohibitory nature of zondefects in administrative procedures and structure, absence of objectives to
|ide zoning and many other factors.
Local jurisdictions were unwilling to use the police powers to control access before
advent of the limited access hl^way, and there is no indication they will use them
limit access to freeway approaches.
Despite the deficiencies, it is important to devise ways of upgrading this technique
fcause it is about the only method traditionally used to control land use. Methods
lupgradii^ zonii^ were su^ested which could be imposed by State law. Legislation
puiring municipalities to undertake zoning near interchanges, coupled with planning
' zoning administration standards, could upgrade local zoning without substantial
|erference with local control. Judicial review would provide some assurance that
al governments actually would plan, zone and administer zoning in a way consistent
|h freeway plaiming. Indirect State participaticm in the zoning process through imBition of reforms probably is to be preferred over State pre-emption of local zoning
per.
It takes time for legislatures to adopt reforms of administrative procedures and
administrative change to be really effective. Concurrent advance must be made in
quality (education and salary) of administrators. Also, time is needed for planning
kmlssloners, lawyers and others who participate in zoning administration to under• i d and accept reform. Construction of the Mterstate System may be completed
|ore zoning administration can be made effective.
CONCLUSIONS
•Eminent domain methods of control over land development at freeway approaches
Id significantly better promise than police power methods for the following reasons:
n . Police power methods have no demonstrated history of success in this respect.
The rationale underlying control of land development at these locations is not
ngly enough defined and accepted at this time to support the abrogation of property
ts without payment of compensation.
. Land values are of such an order in the vicinity of most urban freeway approaches
local governmental units find it difficult to maintain non-commercial uses under
pressure, persistence, and other forces which developers can muster when the
:es are high. In other words, the effectiveness of zoning is inversely proportional
•and values.
a significantly different order of land development around freeway approaches is
merge then a substantial sum of money must be expended to purchase development
^ c e s s rights, or to bring land under public ownership for an interim period. This
would probably be at least equal the costs cf land acquisition for highway purposes
If.
addition to the direct extension of the control of access to approach roads, two
^ s of eminent domain action appear to warrant use: (a) the acquisition of land depment r i ^ t s in outlying and rural areas, and (b) the acquisition and either leaseE or sellback according to a development plan of land adjacent to freeway approaches
|uilt-up or urban areas.
[though the acquisition of development rights involves legal questions and problems

t
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relating to local assessment policy and added cost for road development, it shows rea
promise for use by the State on the fringes of urban areas and in some rural locations
where land speculation and uncontrolled development is expected. This form of contri
has the advantage that development rights purchased by the State could be sold back to
private owners in the future if changing conditions warranted some forms of developn
Within the confines of present knowledge of the requirements for land-use regulati
in the vicinity of freeway approaches the concept of an "approach area development
plan" utilizing machinery similar to that of urban renewal appears to offer the greatej
opportunity for the ameliorization of that part of freeway congestion that might be induced by non-controlled land development in the approach areas. This type of a pTog
particularly within the large central cities, could accomplish the following:
1. Fill the vacuum for planning activity between street traffic controls on one han
and the high level coordination of regional and h^hway plaiming on the other (as such
this kind of development would be an intermediate or tactical operation within the ent
urban planning program).
2. Fit into urban renewal objectives and city planning objectives.
3. Utilize the administrative machinery of urban renewal agencies.
4. Result in specific design improvements to store, move and manipulate traffic
at the freeway approach.
5. Provide offstreet parking at strategic locations where people conduct business|
or assemble in car pools.
6. Ease the movement of freight by providing central sites for service and suppl3|
establishments serving the urban region.
7. Enhance the flow of interstate commerce by providing opportunities for llnktnd
truck-oriented industries in close proximity with the freeway with good design. stand|
ards for traffic flow.
8. Reimburse most, if not all of the plaiming, acquisition and development costsJ
Very little feedback information is available on the results of local plannli^ policl
and administration. Systematic studies must be made by agencies concerned with ttM
outcome of local planning in all States to give an accurate picture of the status of lanl
use controls in this area. Until this kind of information is available no clear-cut Id^
of the limitations of the police powers can be formed, except as deduced from the re|
tively small probing made in this report. States must require within their planning
enabling acts such audltli^ as to make these data readily available to lii^way or reg|
al planning and transportation agencies which must take into account the effectiveneE
of local planning policy in their own plan making.
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